MMIP San Diego County

This information was collected through the following public database systems: (NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
Elijah Runningbear Diaz

Date of Last Contact: August 29, 2015
NamUs Case Created: October 1, 2015
Location: El Cajon, California 92020
County: San Diego County
Sex: Male
Height: 5' 7" - 5' 9" (67 - 69 Inches)
Weight: 100 - 110 lbs
Race / Ethnicity: American Indian / Alaska Native/Caucasian

Circumstances of Disappearance: Last seen at his residence by his mother. Has not made contact with friends or family or had social media interaction since date of disappearance. Not typical behavior.

Tattoo: Bear claw on inner left forearm

El Cajon Police Department (619) 441-1596
Agency Case Number 15007451
Missing Person / NamUs #MP30449

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
Joseph L Scott

Date of Last Contact: November 1, 2009

NamUs Case Created: March 19, 2016

Location: Pala, California 92059

County: San Diego County

Sex: Male

Hair: Brown/Bald spot on back of head

Eyes: Green

Height: 5' 10" - 6' 2" (70 - 74 Inches)

Weight: 140 - 200 lbs

Race / Ethnicity: American Indian

Circumstances of Disappearance: Noted to be missing when he did not collect his Christmas bonus from the tribal hall in 11/2009

San Diego Sheriff’s Department Agency Case Number 09-074869

Missing Person / NamUs #MP33005

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOI)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
Joseph Victor Canul Jr

Date of Last Contact: April 20, 2007

NamUs Case Created: July 9, 2015

Missing From: San Diego, California

County: San Diego County

Sex: Male  Height: 5’8  Weight: 145-150

Race / Ethnicity: Alaska Native/ American Indian/ Hispanic

Circumstances of Disappearance: Joseph came to San Diego in April 2007 from Seattle, WA. But was raised in Juneau, Alaska.

San Diego Police Department (619) 531-2277 Agency Case Number 15029492

Missing Person / NamUs #MP29423
JEFFERY PAUL BOHL

Date of Last Contact: February 27, 2005   NamUs Case Created: March 14, 2013
Location: Pauma Valley, California   County: San Diego County
Sex: Male   Height: 6' 1"   Weight: 301 lbs
Eyes: Brown   Hair: Black
Race / Ethnicity: American Indian / Alaska Native/ Filipino

Circumstances of Disappearance: Mr. Bohl was last seen at his residence on 2/27/2005 wearing Black sweatshirt, blue jeans, and black t-shirt.

Missing Person / NamUs #MP19644
San Diego County Sheriffs Department  858-974-2457
Agency Case Number 05023501C
Elaina Eugenia Rivera

Date of Last Contact: June 26, 1987
NamUs Case Created: April 15, 2010

Missing From: Ramona, California
County: San Diego County

Sex: Female
Height: 5' 5" (65 Inches)
Weight: 110 lbs
Race / Ethnicity: American Indian / Alaska Native/ Hispanic

Circumstances of Disappearance: Elaina was last seen on June 26, 1987 in Ramona, California. She has a small scar on the right side of her upper lip.

San Diego County Sheriff's Office
(858) 565-5200 Agency Case Number R8745080H

Missing Person / NamUs #MP6574

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
Mel Gean McGregor

Missing Since: 09/14/2015

Missing From: Chula Vista, California  County: San Diego County

Race / Ethnicity: American Indian

Height: 5’11  Eyes: Brown

Weight: 270 lbs  Hair: Black

AKA: Bianca Whitewing, Mel Jean McGregor, Bianca Jean Herrada

Tattoo: right shoulder, left arm, left hand, Scar: left eye

Circumstances: Mel was last seen on September 14, 2015.

Contact: Chula Vista Police Department Case # 1516344

Phone: (619) 691-5151

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
Unidentified MMIP

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 17-01382

Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP53451

ME/C Case Number 17-01382

Date Found June 9, 2017   NamUs Case Created: November 14, 2018

Location Found Chula Vista, California   County San Diego County

Race / Ethnicity Asian, American Indian / Alaska Native

Estimated Age Range 20-40 Years

General Location Marsh area west of Plaza Bonita Road in Bonita, Chula Vista, California 91910

GPS Coordinates N 32 39 01 W 117 03 46

Circumstances of Recovery On the afternoon of 06/09/2017, transient Maria Palacios was walking through the marsh area west of Plaza Bonita Road in Bonita. At approximately 1600 hours, she located a human skull.

Condition of Remains Not recognizable - Partial skeletal parts only

San Diego County Sheriff's Department
(858) 565-5200
ME/C Case Number: 16-00672

Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP53849

Date Found: March 14, 2016

NamUs Case Created: December 5, 2018

Location Found: Jamul, California

County: San Diego County

Estimated Age Range: 20-40 Years

Sex: Male

Race / Ethnicity: Hispanic / American Indian / Alaska Native / Hispanic

Estimated Age Group: Adult - Pre 50

Estimated Age Range: (Years) 20-40

Type: Unidentified Deceased

Date Found: March 14, 2016

General Location: Mountain Jamul, California 91935

GPS Coordinates: N 32 38.125 W 116 51.187

Circumstances of Recovery: A man was hiking in the Otay Mountain Region when he came across what appeared to be a human skull. He contacted the San Diego Sheriff’s Office, and the Deputy used the GPS coordinates provided by the hiker to locate the remains. The skull was lying in a lightly grassy area on top of a large boulder. No other skeletal remains were found in the area. A few bags, a pair of pants, and a pair of sandals were found in the vicinity.

Other distinctive physical characteristic

There was evidence of reconstructive surgery after significant blunt force trauma to the right orbit and mid-face. Also noted was a depressed area in the right parietal bone, representing a blunt force impact site possibly related to the facial trauma. Six surgical brackets are noted. One bracket above the eye extends from the medial edge of the supraorbital area laterally to about midway across the eye socket. A second bracket connects the zygomatic process of the frontal bone with the frontal process of the zygomatic bone. A third bracket running transversely under the eye connects the maxilla to the medical edge of the zygomatic bone, and a smaller bracket runs perpendicularly along the right side of the nose, connecting two maxilla portions. A small bracket connects the nasal bones to the frontal. The sixth bracket spans a fracture in the frontal bone above glabella. Healing has occurred but not to the point of bony overgrowth of the brackets. Also noted is a depressed area in the right parietal near the coronal suture, measuring 3.5 x 2.5 cm. This blunt force impact may be related to the facial trauma.

San Diego County Medical Examiner's Office (858) 694-2895

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 12-01004

Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP55199

Date Found: April 29, 2012  NamUs Case Created: February 5, 2019

Location Found: San Clemente, California

Estimated Age Range: 16 Years
Sex: Male
Race / Ethnicity: Caucasian, Hispanic / American Indian / Alaska Native
Estimated Age Group: Adult
Estimated Age Range: 30-50 Years
Height: Cannot Estimate
Weight: Cannot Estimate
Type: Unidentified Deceased
General Location:
Trestles Wetland Preserve San Clemente, California 92673
County: San Diego County

Circumstances of Recovery: On 04/29/12, a supervisor for ACS Habitat Management, had workers in the Trestles Wetland Preserve. The workers were cutting palm trees in the preserve. At approximately 1000 hours, the workers discovered this skull. Approximately 1000 hours, the workers discovered this skull.

San Diego County Sheriff’s Department
(858) 565-5200 Agency Case Number 12-123152

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 11-00850
Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP55217

Date Found: April 18, 2011
NamUs Case Created: February 6, 2019

Location Found: Boulevard, California
County: San Diego County
Sex: Female
Race / Ethnicity: Hispanic/American Indian / Alaska Native
Estimated Age Group: Adult - Pre 40
Height: Cannot Estimate
Weight: Cannot Estimate
Type: Unidentified Deceased

Condition of Remains: Not recognizable - Partial skeletal parts only
Location Found: Church Road Boulevard, California

Circumstances of Recovery: Campo Indian Reservation contracted a person to clear vegetation along their property on the west side of Church Road. The person came across the remains lying on the ground in the thick vegetation.
San Diego County Medical Examiner's Office (858) 694-2895
Agency Case Number 11-118939

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 2010-01405
Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP55243

Date Found: July 07, 2010
NamUs Case Created: February 7, 2019

Location Found: Campo, California
County: San Diego County

Sex: Male
Race / Ethnicity: Uncertain
Estimated Age Group: Adult
Height: 5’5-5’6
Weight: Cannot Estimate
Type: Unidentified Deceased

Condition of Remains: Not recognizable - Partial skeletal parts only
Location Found: Campo Indian Reservation, Campo, California

Circumstances of Recovery: On 07/07/2010, a Fire Prevention Officer for the Campo Reservation Fire Protection District reported that the fire department had been clearing/cutting brush alongside of Church Road when the bone was discovered.

San Diego County Medical Examiner’s Office (858) 694-2895

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 01-01607
Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP55985

Date Found:  August 30, 2001       NamUs Case Created:  March 12, 2019

Location Found:  Church Road at SR94, Campo California       County:  San Diego County
Sex:  Female
Race / Ethnicity:  Uncertain
Estimated Age Group:  Cannot Estimate
Height:  4’10
Weight:  Cannot Estimate
Hair:  Long, thick brown hair
Type:  Unidentified Deceased

Condition of Remains:  Not recognizable - Decomposing/putrefaction
Location Found:  Campo, California

Circumstances of Recovery:
The decedent was discovered in a remote open area in Campo

San Diego County Medical Examiner's Office      (858) 694-2895

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 05-00070

Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP55712

Date Found: January 2, 2005            NamUs Case Created: February 27, 2019
Location Found: Anza Borrego, California            County: San Diego County
Sex: Male
Race / Ethnicity: Hispanic/American Indian / Alaska Native
Estimated Age Group: Adult - Pre 40
Height: 5' 0"-5' 5" (60-65 inches)
Weight: Cannot Estimate

Location Found: Coyote Canyon Anza Borrego, California 95073

Circumstances of Recovery: A group of individuals went out to Anza Borrego State Park with the intent of 4-wheel activities. While the group was in Coyote Canyon, one person in the group observed a femur lying in the open on sandy soil.

San Diego County Medical Examiner's Office

(858) 694-2895 Agency Case Number 05-00070

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 09-02334
Unidentified Person / NamUs #UP55244

Date Found: November 6, 2009          NamUs Case Created: March 7, 2019

Location Found: Dulzura, California   County: San Diego County
Sex: Male
Race / Ethnicity: Uncertain
Estimated Age Group: Cannot Estimate
Height: Cannot Estimate
Weight: Cannot Estimate
Type: Unidentified Deceased

Condition of Remains: Not recognizable - Charred/burned
Location Found: Dulzura, California

Circumstances of Recovery: Their partial, burned human bone fragments were discovered on 11/06/09 by archeologists who were surveying the rural Dulzura area for Native American cremains and artifacts.

San Diego County Medical Examiner’s Office   (858) 694-2895

This information was collected through the following public database systems:
(NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
ME/C Case Number 99-1052
Unidentified Person / NamUs # UP56631

Date Found: June 3, 1999  NamUs Case Created: April 10, 2019

Location Found: Jacumba, California  County: San Diego
Estimated Age Range: Pre 40
Sex: Male  Height: 5’11- 6’2
Race / Ethnicity: White/ Caucasian/ American Indian / Alaska Native
Type: Unidentified Deceased
General Location 300 yds. S. of ISR 8 and 2.6 miles W. of Jacumba, California 91934

Circumstances
On 06/03/1999, Border Patrol found the decedent. One or both hands not recovered
You Are Not Forgotten 
Justice For Our People

When a person turns 18, they are removed out of some database systems. Not because the case is solved, rather, they are simply no longer minors. If a person has been found (deceased or alive), they will be removed out of some database systems. Not because the case is solved, simply, they are no longer missing.

If you have a missing or murdered person(s) (any age, sex, race) and you would like help raising awareness about their case, contact Summer Elliott directly or email us at nativesnationwide@gmail.com

This information was collected through the following public database systems: (NCMEC)(NamUs)(DOJ)(DOE Network)(TheCharleyProject)

Created & Copyright© 2019 Summer Elliott, All Rights reserved.
Sequoyah Callahan Galvin of the Soboba Band of Luiseno Indian was last seen December 31, 2016 in Valley Center, Ca.

On July 13, 2018 was found shot in the head and killed in the Stoney Mountain Ranch neighborhood of northwest Hemet, CA.

You are not forgotten Sequoyah #JusticForMMIP
#NNN #OurMenGoMissingToo
Shawn “Lone Wolf” Christman AKA Coyote out of the Santa Isabel Reservation, was last heard from in 1993. On or about June 20, 1993 “Coyote” which was at the time, an unidentified body washed ashore in Lake Michigan. Because no identification was found, he was buried on December 7, 1994 in Chicago as a “John Doe”.

“Coyote” remained a Missing Person in California and a John Doe in Chicago for close to 26 years. A detective was following up on missing person cases was cross checking fingerprints when John Doe finally became identified as Shawn “Lone Wolf” Christman.

You are not forgotten Coyote #JusticForMMIP #NNN #OurMenGoMissingToo